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American Legion
Post No. 48
Chesnee, SC

On April 14, 2011, Post No. 48 had three special guests at our regular meeting

State Commander Cecil Phillips State Vice Commander Gary Mitchell District Commander Sam Cox

to present an award to Post No. 48 Commander Cliff Jones.

This plaque was presented to Commander Cliff Jones because Post No. 48 achieved 102.9% of
the assigned membership goal in District 8. This is the first time in many years that the Post met
or exceeded the 100% membership goal. We are the ONLY Post to meet our membership goal in
District 8. The closest competitor was Post No. 270 Woodruff with 96.43%. This achievement is
the direct result of the hard work performed by our officers: Commander Cliff Jones, Vice
Commander Harold Turner, and Adjutant Terry Brown. Congratulate our officers the next time
you see them.
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Prior to the formal
meeting, a delicious meal
consisting of salad, spaghetti
with meat balls, and various
deserts was enjoyed by all.
Left - Helen Moore is
shown preparing the food
for the meal. It seems clear
that member Larry Chase is
enjoying the meal. We very
much appreciate Helen and
Mary Lattimore for their
effort in preparing meals for
our meetings.

The Post Pistol Range has developed into a very nice facility. Various members of the
post under the supervision of Larry Chase (Range Committee Chairman) have worked to make
this a range you can be proud of. Bring your children, grand children, spouse, and friends to the
range to enjoy pistol shooting. Members of the Post can request a key to the gate from Larry
Chase (461-3897) or Dan Codespoti (461-3668). This allows you to drive in and park close to
the shooting area. Range rules are posted and Post members are asked to carefully abide by the
rules. Be a good example for non-members using the range. We currently (April 2011) have 30
paid range key holders. Their dues provide needed funds to maintain the range. If you see anyone
violating range rules at any time, please write down their license plate number and call Larry,
Dan, or Jack Wiggins (461-8836) to report the information. We must do this to ensure that our
legal liabilities remain manageable.

Left – Connell
Scruggs one of
Post 48’s WW
II veterans.

Right – Roger
Darby and
Terry Brown
are having a
heavy
discussion
about the
desert.


